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In this paper an inverse problem for the space fractional heat conduction equation 
is investigated. Firstly, we describe the approximate solution of the direct problem. 
Secondly, for the inverse problem part, we define the functional illustrating the 
error of approximate solution. To recover the thermal conductivity coefficient we 
need to minimize this functional. In order to minimize this functional the real ant 
colony optimization algorithm is used. In the model we apply the Riemann-Liou-
ville fractional derivative. The paper presents also some examples to illustrate the 
accuracy and stability of the presented algorithm.
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Introduction

The inverse problems are some of the most important problems in mathematics. By solv-
ing these problems, we can restore parameters of the model basing on some observations produced 
by the object. An example of the inverse problem is the restoration of parameters in the heat con-
duction equation. In papers [1-3] there are presented the methods developed for solving the 2-D 
inverse Stefan problem and the 3-D inverse continuous casting process. 

By using the fractional derivatives, we can describe many types of the phenomena in 
physics, mechanics, and control theory [4-7]. For example, the fractional heat conduction equation 
better describes the distribution of temperature in porous media, than the classical heat conduction 
equation [8].

Hristov [9] describes an approximate analytical solution of the spatial-fractional partial dif-
ferential diffusion equation. This equation describes the phenomenon of super diffusion. In model, 
considered in this paper, the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative in space is used. Hristov [10] 
also considers the transient heat diffusion equation, moreover, a new time-fractional derivative with a 
non-singular smooth exponential kernel is presented there. 

In this paper, firstly, we describe the numerical solution of the space fractional heat conduc-
tion equation with Neumann and Robin boundary condition. The fractional derivative, used in consid-
ered model, is the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative. The numerical solution, in case of Dirichlet 
boundary condition, is presented in [11]. Brociek [12] describes the numerical solution for the time 
fractional heat conduction equation with mixed boundary condition and with the Caputo derivative.
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The inverse problem, considered in this paper, consists in reconstructing the ther-
mal conductivity coefficient appearing in the space factional heat conduction equation. Authors  
[13-16] investigate various types of the fractional heat conduction inverse problems with the 
time fractional Caputo derivative. For example, Zhang [14] introduces an operator and, by us-
ing it, he presents an iteration algorithm to reconstruct the time dependent thermal conductivity 
coefficient. Brociek and Slota [15] present an algorithm to recover the heat transfer coefficient 
occurring in the third kind boundary condition. The additional information was given there by 
the measurements of temperature inside the domain. Next, the functional defining the error 
of approximate solution is created. The authors minimize this functional by using the Nelder-
Mead method in order to recover the heat transfer coefficient.

Tatar et al. [17] deal with the inverse problem for 1-D space-time fractional diffusion 
equation. In the considered model the source term is recovered and the proposed numerical 
solution is based on discretization of the minimization problem.

In order to solve the inverse problem, considered in the current paper, a functional 
defining the error of approximate solution is created. By minimizing this functional, we recover 
the thermal conductivity coefficient. To minimize this functional we use the real ant colony op-
timization (RealACO) algorithm [18]. This algorithm belongs to the group of swarm intelligent 
algorithms having in recent times a wide range of application [19-21]. 

Formulation of the problem

In this paper, we consider the following space fractional heat conduction equation:
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This equation is defined in region ( ) [ ] [ ){ }, : , ,  0,D x t x a b t T= ∈ ∈  and c, ρ, λ denote 
the specific heat, density, and thermal conductivity coefficient, respectively. To complete the 
previous equation, we add the initial condition:
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where q is the heat flux, h – the heat transfer coefficient, and u∞ – the ambient temperature. In 
model described by eqs. (1)-(4), according to the spatial variable, we use the fractional Rie-
mann-Liouville derivative [22]:
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where Γ is the gamma function [23] and α ∈ (n–1, n]. In our case 1 < α < 2 which means that eq. (1) 
describes the process of super diffusion. For α = 2, we obtain the equation with classical derivative.
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In described model we intend to reconstruct the thermal conductivity coefficient, λ, 
depending on n parameters ai, i = 1, 2, ..., n. Additional information for the inverse problem will 
be given by the measurements of temperature at the selected points inside region D:

 1 2( , )  ,        1,2, , ,  1,2, ,ˆ
i j iju x t U i N j N= = … = …  (6)

where N1 is the number of sensors and N2 means the number of measurements at each sensor. 
This information is called the input data (for inverse problem). Solving the direct problem for 
the fixed value of λ (fixed values of ai), we obtain the numerical solution of eqs. (1)-(4), that is 
the approximate values of temperature at the selected points (xi,tj) ∈ D. These values will be 
denoted by Uij(λ). Next, we create the functional defining the error of approximate solution:
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In order to recover the thermal conductivity coefficient, λ, we need to minimize func-
tional (7).

Direct problem

In this section, we describe the numerical solution of direct problem defined by eqs. 
(1)-(4). In the process of reconstructing parameter λ, it is required to solve the direct problem 
many times. To solve the direct problem, we used the implicit finite difference scheme. In order 
to do that, we create the following grid:

 ( ){ }, : ,  ,  0,1, , ,  0,1, ,i k i kS x t x a i x t k t i N k M= = + ∆ = ∆ = … = …  (8)

where N × M are the grid size with steps Δx = (b – a)/N, Δt = T/M. To approximate the Rie-
mann-Liouville fractional derivative, we apply the Grunwald formula [24]:
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where r =(x – a)/N.
Using the approximation of fractional derivative (9) and the implicit finite difference 

method, we obtain the differential equations:
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where ( , ),  ( )k
i i k i iU u x t xλ λ≈ = , and , ( )/ ( ) ( 1)j j jαω α α= Γ − Γ − Γ + . The Neumann and 

Robin boundary conditions are approximated by formulas:
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By solving system of eqs. (10)-(12), we obtain the approximate values of sought func-
tion u in the grid points.

Inverse problem

Let us present in this section the algorithm applied for solving the inverse prob-
lem. To reconstruct the thermal conductivity coefficient, λ, we need to minimize function-
al (7). For this purpose, we used the parallel version of the RealACO algorithm. It is an 
heuristic algorithm inspired by the behaviour of ant swarms in nature. To describe this al-
gorithm, we use the following notation: F – minimized function, n – dimension (number 
of variables), nT – number of threads, M = nTp – number of ants, I – number of iteration,  
L – number of pheromone spots (solutions), and q, ξ – parameters of the algorithm.

Now we present the successive steps of the algorithm.

Initialization of the algorithm

(1) Set the input parameters of the algorithm: L, M, I, nT, q, and ξ.
(2) Generate, in random way, L pheromone spots (vectors being the solutions). Assign them to 

set T0 (starting archive).
(3) Calculate the value of function F for each pheromone spot (solution). Sort the solutions in 

archive T0 from the best one to the worst one.

Iterative process

(4) Assign the probabilities to the pheromone spots (solutions) according to the formula:
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where weights ωl are associated with l-th solution and defined by formula:
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(5) Ant chooses l-th solution with probability pl.
(6) Ant transforms the j-th co-ordinate (j = 1, 2, ..., n) of l-th solution l

js  by sampling proximity, 
with the use of Gausian function:
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= − −∑ , as the probability density function.
(7) Repeat steps 5-6 for each ant. In this way M new solutions (pheromone spots) are obtained.
(8) Divide new solutions on nT groups. Calculate the value of minimized function for each ant. 

Calculations for each group is performed on a separate thread (parallel computing).
(9) Add to the archive the new solutions, sort the archive according to the quality of solutions. 

Remove M worst solutions.
(10) Repeat steps 3-9 I times.
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Numerical results

In this example we consider eq. (1) with data: T = 500 s, a = 0 m, b = 0.2 m,  
c = 1000 J/kgK, ρ = 2680 kg/m3, u∞ = 50 K, f(x) = 0 K, h(t) = 20t W/m2K, g(t) = 0, and α = 1.8.

We assume that the thermal conductivity coefficient is in the form:

 ( ) 3 2
3 2 1 0 ˆ x a x a x a x aλ = + + +  

We have generated the input data for exact form of parameter λ(x) = 100e10x + 100 and 
the grid of size 200 × 1000. We approximated the exact form of λ by polynomial of third degree. 
In the process of minimizing functional (7) we needed to solve many times the direct problem. 
The grid used in this process was of size 250 × 500. We also assumed one measurement point 
xp = 0.16 (N1 = 1) and 500 measurements taken from this point. In order to investigate the influ-
ence of measurement errors on the results of reconstruction and the stability of the algorithm, 
the input data were perturbed by the pseudo-random errors of sizes 1% and 3%.

Functional (7) was minimized with the aid of RealACO algorithm with the fol-
lowing parameters: M = 16, L = 16, I = 40, nT = 4, a1 ∈ [40000, 49000], a2 ∈ [100, 300],  
a3 ∈ [500, 1500], and a4 ∈ [50, 400].

Because the RealACO algorithm is the heuristic algorithm, therefore we repeated the 
calculations ten times in each discussed case. The error of reconstruction is defined:
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Table 1 presents the results of reconstruction ob-
tained for different noises of input data. The error of recon-
struction in each case does not exceed 2.65%. This error 
may be caused by the fact that exact form of the thermal 
conductivity coefficient was approximated by polynomial.

In figs. (1)-(3) are presented the plots of recon-
structed parameter, λ , and exact parameter, λ, in dif-
ferent cases of input data perturbation. As we can see in 

Table 1. Results of the computation  
(ai – reconstructed values of the  
parameters)

Nosise [%] ai Error [%]

0

190.91 
1184.34 
292.02 

48784.26

1.92

1

183.43 
1249.23 
300.00 

47845.29

2.54

3

189.04 
1170.48 
189.04 

49000.00

2.64

Figure 1. Plots of exact (solid line) and 
reconstructed (dotted line) thermal conductivity 
coefficient λ in case of the exact input data
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Figure 2. Plots of exact (solid line) and reconstructed 
(dotted line) thermal conductivity coefficient λ in 
case of 1% perturbation of the input data
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the figures, the thermal conductivity coef-
ficient is reconstructed very well.

One of the main indicators evaluating the 
obtained results are the errors of temperature 
reconstruction reconstructed in the measure-
ment point. Table 2 presents such errors of 
the temperature reconstructed. In case of the 
exact input data the temperature in measure-
ment point is reconstructed very good. The 
relative error is small and do not exceed 
4.42∙10–13. In case of the disturbed input data, 
the reconstruction errors are larger, but at an 
acceptable level. For 1% input data pertur-
bation the absolute error is equal to 1.27∙10–2 

and the relative error is 9.35∙10–2 %. In case 
of 3% input data perturbation these errors are 
equal to 2.19∙10–2 and 0.162%, respectively.

Because of the heuristic nature of the 
used optimization algorithm, in each case 
of input data the calculations were repeated 
ten times. Every time, the obtained errors of 
temperature reconstruction and of thermal 
conductivity coefficient reconstruction are 
similar.

Conclusion

In this paper, the fractional heat conduction inverse problem was investigated and the 
thermal conductivity coefficient was restored. In order to solve the direct problem we used the 
Grunwald formula to approximate the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative and we applied 
the implicit finite difference scheme. Parameter λ was restored as a polynomial in the process 
of minimizing the proper functional. To minimize this functional the RealACO algorithm was 
used. Because it is an heuristic algorithm, the calculations were repeated ten times in each dis-
cussed case. The obtained results are very good, in case of 1% and 3% input data perturbation 
the relative error does not exceed 9.36∙10–2 % and 1.63∙10–1 %, respectively. In case of the exact 
input data the errors of temperature reconstruction and thermal conductivity coefficient recon-
struction are minimal.

Nomenclature

Figure 3. Plots of exact (solid line) and reconstructed 
(dotted line) thermal conductivity coefficient λ in case of 
3% perturbation of the input data
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Table 2, Errors of temperature reconstruction in 
measurement point xp = 0.16 (Δavg – average absolute 
error, Δmax – maximal absolute error, δavg – average 
relative error, δmax – maximal relative error)

Noise 0% 1% 3%
Δavg [K] 1.80∙10–14 1.27∙10–2 2.19∙10–2

Δmax [K] 4.98∙10–14 4.96∙10–2 7.08∙10–2

δavg [%] 1.07∙10–13 9.35∙10–2 1.62∙10–1

δmax [%] 4.41∙10–13 3.17 4.51

a – beginning of space interval, [m]
b – end of space interval, [m]
c – specific heat, [Jkg–1K–1]
D – domain, [–]
F – minimized fuction, [–]
h – heat transfer coefficient, [Wm–2K–1]
M – dimension of mesh,  [–]
N – dimension of mesh,  [–]
N1 – number of sensors,  [–]
N2 – number of measurements,  [–]

S – mesh,  [–]
T – end of time interval, [s]
t – time, [s]
Δt – time step in mesh, [s]
Uij – computed temperature, [K]
ˆ

ijU  – measured temperature (input data), [K]
u∞ – ambient temperature, [K]
x – spatial variable, [m]
Δx – space step in mesh, [m]
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Greek symbols

α – order of derivative,  [–]
Γ – gamma function,  [–]
δ – relative error, [%]
Δ – absolute error, [K]
λ – exact thermal conductivity coefficient,  

 [Wm–1K–1],

λ̂  – reconstructed thermal conductivity  
 coefficient, [Wm–3K–1]

ρ – density, [kgm–3]

Subscript

avg – average
max – maximal
min – minimal
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